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About This Game

The business tycoon Nicholas McCullen is dead. It looks like suicide but the Mayor wants no loose ends.

Work along with the crack team headed by Det. Carrie Tucker to investigate this case.. Uncover clues, interrogate the suspects
and discuss the case with the team to reveal what really happened. Play the solitaire card mystery in three different challenging

game play modes as you solve the crime and nab the culprit.
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This game is really interesting becuase it offers a literal buffet of choices and paths. Although I can appreciate the freedom of
choice, I didn't end up sticking with this one. This game can probably work for others, but the pacing was too fast, and keeping
up with all the choices was difficult and chaotic. I still recommend the game since all of the endings do provide a sense of
completion. Please if others can enjoy this game, tell me what I'm missing.. I could do without an adventure mode, but the
english translation and the fact that it's not a refine version absolutely kills what fun I could've had. Just wait for a sale.. love the
hero. Spectre is pretty barebones right now. It is in Early Access so there's a lot of time to add content. I jumped the gun and
bought it, but kind of wish I had waited for more content. It is very creepy and atmospheric, so I am not complaining.

The Single Player (SP) portion of the game is only one spectre chasing you. Got some good scares out of me so far! lol The SP
game mode is very short at this time. Game time depends on how you play the game. I found out that you can just turn your
back on the spectre and walk away to avoid death in SP mode most* of the time. (*She will eventually get you! lol) IMO, they
should just respawn you somewhere else in the house instead of game over when you die, so you don't have to keep starting a
new game! It kind of makes it Rogue-like, so that's cool too.

The lighting, graphics and atmosphere are superb! I anxiously await to see more content in the near future. Multiplayer (MP)
gameplay I suppose is like hide & seek. I haven't tried MP, so I shouldn't really comment. Also, I don't have a VR unit to try.. I
believe the VR gimmick is one of the game's strong points. That and MP for sure! I can see a lot of fun in MP!

The sound is done really well. You'll hear whispers and other creepy noises that create a ghostly atmosphere. The spectre's
scream is enough to make you jump out of your seat and see her in your face! It's a pretty good scare if you come around a
corner and she is right there!

If you have a VR unit, this may be a cool game to buy though. It has got some of the best graphics I have seen in a VR game so
far IMO. The spectre is cool looking, but the mansion is rendered beautifully! I find myself looking around at everything with
my flashlight.

The developers are very active and fixed some bugs within a few hours that I reported! I recommend this game to people that
like to scare other people, or people that like to be scared by ghosts! lol :-) If you have a VR unit, this may be a must buy game.
The game does have great graphics and is very atmospheric for sure!!!

I does work on my iMac so I am happy about that part of it! lol Here are my system specifications: Apple iMac, i5 Quad-Core
Intel processor 3.1GHZ, AMD Radeon HD 6970M with 1GB dedicated video RAM, 4GB system RAM, 1TB hard drive
running OS X version 10.6.8, Journaled HFS+ Extended file system.

Pros:
+ Very scary atmosphere
+ Great lighting and graphics
+ Some good scares in a dark and spooky mansion
+ The game keeps me coming back to explore more of the mansion
+ The game runs great on my 4 y\/o iMac running OS X 10.6.8
+ Developers are very active with their community and fix reported bugs quickly

Cons:
- The game has some bugs
- The spectre is too fast, making the game end too soon in SP
- You walk too slow and cannot run in SP mode, only MP mode
- SP mode is very limited and gameplay is short sometimes
- You can just turn your back on the spectre and walk away to avoid death in SP mode. wont let me in the game any more it just
shows a black screen now. Somewhat hard prison that is quite fun. Game is pretty interesting if you don't afraid to stuck in one
level for an hour. Cases are not boring and it is keep to be intriguing. But a thing is there is only 5 levels in which of first level
just 10-15 minute case. I hope there will be more cases in DLC or something. Looking forward it and definitely recommend it
to anyone who love a little bit of detective thing.. Great game!!!!
It was on my wishlist for awhile and then it went on sale this week!!!!
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Excellent matching game. The more you play the better you get!!
Nice graphics and runs smoothly.
A great thinking game on the puzzles!
The game includes different game play, modes and timed and untimed play.
For $1.79 it was a great deal!
I highly recommend this game! I wish I bought it sooner!
:-). I am not one to watch a movie twice
unless it's a classic like "Pink Flamingos"
much less revisit a game
but Shatter has stuck in my head since I beat it on PSN

It is so much more than a breakout clone
It has a phenomenal soundtrack
Even if you are not into electronic music
it is killer

The boss battles are complex and riveting
The graphics and gameplay still hold up 7 years later
and this game will certainly age well
It deserves a VR upgrade if anything

You are a sentient ball and paddle trying to escape
the clutches of the man's forced labor matrix
break out and free your mind
shatter all preconcived notions of reality
rage against the machine
escape this prison planet
You can dew it!
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thumbs up if you love gaming. My sphincter clenched so much.

If you like your sphincter to be very clenched, then boy oh boy is this game for you.

After roughly 23K unbearably precise jumps and 230K gallons of boiling borscht avoided,
my sphinter is currently lodged just under my throat.

The music is real great. 10\/10 will clench again. Crap controller support, crap sound, crap sense of speed.
Expected anything like the old games or trials HD, got nothing.. This is free, so why not try it? i mean yeah sure it only lasted
me 15 mins but hey, it was fun while it lasted. 7\/10. I love this game! I have wonderful memories of playing this with my Mom
and the steam re-release doesn't disappoint. While I say "re-release", nothing has changed - it's just been updated to run on
modern operating systems (I'm on Windows 10.)

This is the first appearance of the original, the start of it all, the MC, the legend, COOKIE MASTERSON. Previously just a
producer, Cookie hits the big time and (almost) never leaves the seat...kind of like Johnny Carson.

This "third time is the charm" game improves on old favorite question types like "dis or dat" and adds one of my favorites, the
three-way. Yes, the adult and snarky and political undertones continue, but I didn't get them when I was in junior high - (mostly)
too smart and subtle for that. The categories are smarter and more fun to choose from than ever...like an intelligent feast in a
candy store.

For new players, this is very much a computer game - not a controller or mouse game, Multi-player is done via a shared
keyboard and there are fill-in-the-blank questions where you, yes, have to type (it's pretty forgiving on typos, tho.) This is in
many ways a nice reminder of old style multiplayer...you get creative with seating.

This is also a blast to play solo. You get lots of teasing.

When you first launch, the screen will seem very small. An easy fix:

 Right-click the game in your steam library and select "View local files".

 Right click the main program (something similar like YDKJV2.exe and select "properties".

 Click the "Compatibility" tab.

 In the "Settings" section select the checkbox next to "Run in 640 x 480 screen resolution"

 Click Apply, Click OK, launch game from Steam.

While the initial white box won't be full screen, it will quickly flip to full screen. Don't worry, you haven't changed your
desktop resolution, and once you quit the game everything will go back to normal. Problem solved!. Best engine for
indie developers, presently cheapest plan, small lack of documentation that is overshadowed by a sprawling community
at the forums and ever growing online documentation with examples etc... I highly recommend this engine to any new
developer with limited funds. Engine is shipped with already done FPS, those include animations, textures, meshes,
sounds, GUI systems, and many more. From FPS to RPG to RTS.... there is a small jump for skilled programmer.

From all engines that are reasonably available for developer teams (or single dev - like me), this one is:
- cheapest option by far, for only 10 eur per month you get access to considerable C++ source, and ability to publish any
game during that time with 0 royalties or hidden costs!
- greatly tuned to be usable with minimal change (out of the box look is matchless)
- access to C++ source code (to a level 95% programmers would ever need) (you can get whole source contacting them
for a contract)
- Extremely powerful Sandbox software, where map and content creating (mannequin, flowgraphs...) is best in its class,
all done with 0 need in programming. (People have made RPGs with flowgraphs alone)
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- Streamlined communication between C++, lua scripting, xml, flash.
- Scaleform GUI (basically you can make a GUI -or whatever you want- in flash, and then -extremely easily- import it
ingame)
- Flowgraphs, intuitive system of rapidly designing game logic (in a few min you can make a regular FPS on a empty
map: spawning, enemy spawning, camera, sounds, notifications...etc)
- Engine is designed, for small to huge teams, just look at the dev teams that use this engine and are still in development,
for instnance games like : Kingdom Come: Deliverance, Star Citizen, Ryse, Evolve and many many more..
- Most importantly. engine is regulary updated, its imbued with new technology (recent deal with AMD and MANTLET
integration)...etc!. Very fun characters to play.. Here we go. I got this game in the "Humble Bundle Freedom" and... I'm
quite disappointed...
I can understand it's a "game experience" etc... But NO. Sorry.

I finished the session 1 & 2 (or almost) and... The game is really slow,... it's boring...
they explain nothing and controls are... well.. I don't like them.

Music is fine. Graphics are fine too.

And to finished, there is this "tweet this". It's terrible. Really.. Master Reboot is a great game. Each mission shows a
glimpse of the story line. The atmospheric feel of the game builds suspence. Even though this game is in the very least
frightening it still makes the hairs on your arm stand up. The colors are vibrant floresent colors which is a very nice
touch on the graphic design (I find it so eye catching). I wish there were updates to the game so it would have more
missions, it has about 9+ and then the final one but they're not long, so the game ends sort of quickly. I believe this game
if more time was put into it could have a lot more potential.. This game is awesome. It's in early access, so it's not perfect
as you'd expect. However, it's well developed and supported by the developers. They are quick to respond to bugs and
actively working on it. I really recommend this game.
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